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Why would you like to be a part of the youth panel?

Have you been a part of any similar groups before?

What sporting background do you have?

What would you like to see within the local sporting

community?

Where would you like to see improvement in local sport?

Think about what priorities you would like to have as part of

the panel.

Discuss which people within the local community you can

connect with and how they might be able to help you.

Below are a selection of interview questions that can be

included in interviews with young people for your youth panel. 

Individual Interview Questions

Group Interview Questions 

For group interviews, it is best to set a task or question for your

young people for them to base their discussions round. 
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Try to provide an

opportunity for each

person to share. Some

people will be more

hesitant than others.

Provide name tags for

all attendees.

People will feel more

comfortable if they

are able to read

peoples names.

Agenda 

2 hours 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Welcome and networking

Introductions

Vision and Objectives

Ice Breaker

Group task

Break 

Group feedback and discussion

Setting first tasks 

Conclusions 

Thanks and meeting concluded 

15 minutes

5 minutes 

10 minutes 

10 minutes 

25 minutes

15 minutes

20 minutes

15 minutes 

5 minutes  

SAMPLE AGENDA FOR FIRST YOUNG

PEOPLE PANEL MEETING

@ScottishClubSport
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While standing in the circle, hold hands with the people next to you to

form a circle. Place a hoola hoop between two people, and task the

group to get to hoop round the circle without breaking the circle. 

Hoola hoop round the circle 

Stand everyone round a wooden cain (1 - 1.5m in length). Everyone must

hold the cane at an agreed level using only one finger each. The

challenge is to lower the cane to the floor without anyone dropping it. A

further challenge is to lower the cane and then raise it back up again.

Get the cane to the floor

Standing in a circle, one person starts with a roll of paper (toilet roll is

perfect!). The first person, tells the group something about themselves,

for example their favourite holiday destination. The rest of the group are

encouraged to think about what connection they have with that

comments, and whoever does, takes the roll of paper. Each person must

keep a hold of their end of the roll, and as the roll is passed around, a

web is formed. 

Weaving a Web

Everyone draws round their hand on a piece of paper and five topics are

chosen by the leader, such as favourite food, hobbies etc. Everyone

writes their answer to each of the five topics in a different finger, and

then share them amongst the group. 

Sharing the Hand

ICE BREAKER ACTIVITIES FOR

YOUNG PEOPLE
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